
Live Edge Ace in Houston, Texas specializes in creating custom live edge
furniture to enhance the aesthetic appeal of conference rooms and offices in
several ways:

1. Unique and Natural Design: Live edge furniture retains the natural edges of
the wood, providing a unique and organic appearance. Each piece is
custom-made to showcase the natural beauty of the wood, including the natural
curves, knots, and patterns. This distinctive design element adds a touch of
elegance and originality to conference rooms and offices.

2. Material Selection: Live Edge Ace carefully selects high-quality wood materials
for their furniture, such as walnut, oak, or maple. These premium materials are
chosen for their durability, visual appeal, and ability to convey a sense of warmth
and sophistication.

3. Customization Options: Live Edge Ace works closely with clients to understand
their specific needs and preferences. They offer customization options such as
size, shape, and finish, allowing clients to create furniture pieces that perfectly fit
their conference rooms or offices. This level of customization ensures a seamless
integration with existing decor.

4. Functionality: While the focus is on aesthetics, Live Edge Ace also ensures
that their live edge furniture meets the functional requirements of conference
rooms and offices. They can incorporate features like built-in power outlets, wire
management systems, and storage spaces, providing practical solutions while
maintaining the furniture's visual appeal.



5. Attention to Detail: Live Edge Ace takes great pride in their craftsmanship and
pays attention to every detail. Their experienced artisans meticulously work on
each piece of wood, utilizing traditional joinery techniques and modern
technology to ensure precise construction. The result is furniture that not only
looks stunning but also possesses exceptional structural integrity.

6. Seamless Integration: Live Edge Ace focuses on creating furniture pieces that
seamlessly integrate into conference rooms and offices, complementing the
existing decor and ambiance. They utilize various finishing techniques, such as
oil or lacquer, to protect the wood and enhance its natural beauty. This ensures
that the furniture enhances the overall aesthetic appeal of the space.

In summary, Live Edge Ace Houston Texas creates custom live edge furniture for
conference rooms and offices by utilizing unique and natural designs, selecting
high-quality materials, offering customization options, prioritizing functionality,
paying attention to detail, and ensuring seamless integration with the existing
decor.


